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Diminutives in Israeli Hebrew 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Diminutivization in Israeli Hebrew is a productive process on nouns, verbs and adjectives 

(although to a much higher degree on nouns). Besides the productive patterns, some 

unproductive patterns exist. In this chapter, I will survey the both productive and 

unproductive patterns, and point out aspects of the phenomenon that are noteworthy either 

from a typological perspective or because they shed light on language internal issues. 

Diminutivization patterns can be divided into two types: templatic diminutives, in which the 

elements of a base are placed within a prosodically prespecified template, and suffixal 

diminutives. Nominal diminutivization is predominantly suffixal, adjectives show mixed 

behavior, and verbs are exclusively templatic. All templatic diminutivization involves 

reduplication (that is, non-reduplicated templates are not used). 

 

2. Diminutivization in the nominal system 
 

There are two non-productive templatic patterns that derive diminutives. They involve the 

reduplication of either the last radical (QaTLVL, 1a) or the two last radicals (QTaLTVL, 1b). 

In both cases, the first vowel is the default /a/ and the second either /i/ or /u/. If the last two 

radicals are reduplicated, as in (1b), the last vowel is the last vowel of the source noun (in 

bold). If that vowel is an unstressed [e] in the source noun, a stressed [a] appears in the 

diminutives.1 Both templates host also non-diminutives (for instance šagrir ‘ambassador’, 

šrafraf ‘stool’) 

 
(1) Templatic diminutives in the nominal system2 
  

 noun diminutive 
a. kómec ‘small quantity’ kamcuc ‘very small quantity’ 
 nékev ‘pore’ nakbuv-it ‘small pore’ 
 xameš ‘five’ xamšuš ‘pupil of 5th grade (pej.)’ 
 šéver ‘fraction’ šavrir ‘small fraction’ 
 xélek ‘part’ xelkik ‘particle’ 
 dag ‘fish’ dagig ‘small fish’ 
b. xatul ‘cat’ xataltul ‘kitten’ 
 xazir ‘pig’ xazarzir ‘piglet’ 
 zanav ‘tail’ znavnav ‘tail’ 
 kélev ‘dog’ klavlav ‘puppy’ 
 géver ‘man’ gvarvar ‘macho’ 
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Given the prosodic constraints of Hebrew (strong preference for disyllabicity, initial clusters 

allowed), one logical possibility is not attested, namely *QTaLiL. 

Although these two classes are small and not productive at all, formalizing them 

illustrates the distinctive logic prevalent in templatic, discontinous morphology. The proposed 

template (C)CaCCVlexC in (2) achieves two goals: it unifies the two attested diminutive 

templates and rules out the unattested one. The template is built in the following manner. 

There are five consonantal positions, the first of which is optional. The first vocalic position is 

lexically occupied by /a/. The quality of the vowel in Vlex is determined for each item 

individually. The number of empty C-slots determines the number of radicals to be 

reduplicated.  In (2a), the initial, optional consonantal position is not occupied, and therefore 

only one position needs to be filled by copying of the last radical. The lexical templatic vowel 

/a/ overrides that of the base. For this lexical item, Vlex is /i/. In (2b), the initial position is 

occupied: this result in the copying of the last two radicals in order to satisfy the template. 

The first vowel of the base noun does not survive (because of the initial cluster), but the 

lexical vowel of the noun is linked to the last position in the template:  

 
(2) A unified prosodic template for diminutives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will return to the reduplication patterns in (2) in our discussion of pluractional verbs. 

Besides these rare diminutives, an extremely productive diminutive process is the 

suffixation of -on to masculine nouns (3a-e) and -ón-et to feminine noun (3f-k). The gender of 

the base noun thus remains unchanged in the diminutive.  

 
(3) Diminutive -on/-ónim 
 

 noun diminutive 
a. séfer ‘book’ sifr-on  
b. arnak ‘purse’ arnak-on  
c. xatul ‘cat’ xatul-on  
d. nasix ‘prince’ nesix-on  
e. kúmzic ‘social gathering around 

campfire’ 
kumzic-on  
kumzic-on-im ‘(pl.)’  

cf.kúmzic-im 
‘(pl.)’ 

a.   e  e       
  š  v  r      

 [šavrir] ‘small fraction’ 
  |  |  |     
 ( C ) C a C  C V lex + C V   
    | |  |       

[xataltul] ‘kitten’ 
    x   t  l       
b.        a  u         
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f. sir-a ‘boat’ sir-ón-et  
g. miškéf-et ‘pig’ miškaf-ón-et  
h. yalda ‘girl’ yald-ón-et  
i. yad-i-t ‘handle’ yad-i-ón-et  
j. xan-u-t ‘shop’ xan-uy-ón-et  
k. dilém-a ‘dilemma’  dilem-ón-et cf. dilém-ot ‘(pl.)’ 

 
Some noteworthy aspects of -on follow.3 First, it contrasts with a non-diminutive suffix -on 

(xid-on ‘quiz’ < xid-a ‘riddle), to which it may in principle be suffixed (xid-on-on 

‘quiz(dim.)’). This suggests that the two -on suffixes may be one and the same suffix, 

attached to different levels; but this view requires further exploration. 

A second interesting property is related to stress. Stress is (mostly) final and mobile in 

native Hebrew items (xatúl - xtul-ím ‘cat(s)’), but lexical and stable on loanwords (kúmzic -           

kúmzic-im ‘campfire(s)’). Loaned suffixes such as -íst also carry stable stress, and thus attract 

stress from their base, but do not lose it to subsequent suffixation: for example šékem ‘army 

grocery store’, šekem-ist ‘worker in the šékem’, šekem-íst-im ‘(pl.)’. The suffix -on exhibits 

mixed behavior. Like a lexically-stressed suffix, it attracts stress from its base even when it is 

lexical (3e,k). However, when pluralized, the attracted stress moves on to the plural suffix, 

which itself does not attract stress. If so, -on defines a new final-stress domain, but does not 

itself bear lexical stress.4 

The feminine form raises another question: why is the feminine suffix -et and not the 

other two possible feminine suffixes -a or -it? In Faust (2011), I argued that -it, but not -a or -

et, consistently and productively marks derivation of a feminine noun from a masculine one. 

The feminine diminutive does not fit that description, since its gender is determined by the 

base noun: either -a or (unstressed) -et, which should be regarded as allomorphs, is expected. 

The selection of one or the other is a very complicated matter; in the present context, one may 

say that the abovementioned metrical strength of -on may favor the unstressed -et allomorph. 

Finally, the suffix -on may be attached to reduplicated diminutives: klavlav-on ‘puppy 

(dim.)’5 

 

Another productive (although to a much lesser extent) diminutive suffix is -čik, a loan from 

Russian. It is a pre-stressing suffix, for example baxúr-čik (<baxur ‘young man’), xamór-čik 

(<xamor ‘donkey’), but not *kélev-čik. This suffix can be added onto the other diminutive 

formations: klavláv-čik, klavlav-ón-čik. 
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3. Adjectival diminutives     
 
Temlpatic diminutives are considerably more frequent and numerous in Adjectives. Unlike 

nominal templatic diminutives, the form of the adjectival ones is completely predictable from 

the form of the base adjective: if the base has three consonants, the diminutive in QTaLTaL 

(4a). If the base has two consonants, it is QaLiL. In the first option, the vowel of the base is 

always overridden by that of the output template: 

 
(4) Adjectival Templatic diminutives  
  

 noun diminutive 
a. kaxol ‘blue’ kxalxal ‘blue-ish’ 
 yarok ‘green’ yerarak ‘green-ish’ 
 xamuc ‘sour’ xamacmac ‘slightly sour’ 
 šamen ‘fat’ šmanman ‘chubby’ 
 katan ‘small’ ktantan ‘small (dim.)’ 
b. xam ‘hot’ xamim ‘warm’ 
 kal ‘easy, light’ kalil ‘very easy, very light’ 
 kar ‘cold’ karir ‘chilly’ 

   
All of the bases have the vowel [a] as their first (or only) vowel. However, putting aside 

participial forms, very few adjectives in Hebrew don’t have a first vowel [a]. By analogy with 

the nominal template QTaLTVL, one may say that the first vowel [a] of the diminutive 

template is the template’s own. The second vowel must be viewed as such, because it 

overrides the base’s.6,7 The lack of QaTLiL-type adjectives may be explained by representing 

the first consonantal position as non-optional:   

 
(5) The adjectival diminutive template 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As for the template of (4b), it might either be analyzed as suffixation of a skeletal reduplicant, 

or as some defective application of the general reduplicative template in (5). 

All of the color names of the type QaToL (which covers all but one color-name, 

setting aside loans like bež ‘beige’) have QTaLTaL versions. However, beyond this very 

restricted domain, the adjectival diminutive template is very far from being productive, and 

  a  o         
 k  x  l        

 [kxaxal] ‘blue-ish’ 
 |  |  |       
 C   C a C C  a C     
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although Israeli Hebrew has a productive process of adjective formation using participial 

templates, these adjectives cannot be diminutivized in the QTaLTaL template.  

The nominal diminutive suffixes -on and -čik (to a lesser extent) are applicable to 

adjectives of the QaTVL template and the participial templates (6a,c), but not to adjectives 

formed concatenatively with the suffix -i (6b,d). The resulting item, however, rarely has all 

the functions of the base adjectives (the distinction between nouns and adjectives is not clear-

cut in Israeli Hebrew): for example, it sounds odd when used in a modifying function, typical 

of the “normal” adjective (6e).  

 
(6) Suffixation to adjectives  
  

a. katan-čik  < katan ‘small’  c. xamud-on < xamud ‘cute’ 
 šamen-čik < šamen ‘fat’  regiš-on < ragiš ‘green-ish’ 
 mušlam-čik < mušlam ‘perfect’  macxik-on < macxik ‘funny’ 
 
b. 

 
xofš-i ‘free’ 

 
< xófeš ‘freedom’ 

 
d. 

 
*xofš-i-on 

 

 *xofš-i-čik ‘easy, light’ e. ??xatul šamenčik ‘fat (dim.) cat’  
 
 
4. Pluractionality in Verbs 
 
Diminutive morphology in verbs is understood as pluractionality, i.e. the breaking down of a 

single event into many repeated occurrences (see chapter for discussion). Israeli Hebrew has 

two pluractional patterns, entirely dependent on the number of radicals in the (often 

hypothetical) base: the partially reduplicated QTLL (7a-g) and the fully reduplicated QTQT 

(7h-q). While the former very rarely accepts new items with this meaning, the latter is quite 

productive, even with loanwords as base (7o). According to Greenberg (2010), 70% of the 

QTQT verbs do not have a base (cf. 7p); some such cases exist in QTLL, too, although their 

pluractionality is not clear (širbev ‘stick out (trans.)’, ši(ʕ)amem ‘bore’). No template QTLTL 

exists in the verbal system.  

 
 (7) Two pluractional patterns8 
 

 related item pluractional verb 
a. laxaš ‘whisper’ lixšes ‘(pluract.)’ 
b. caxak ‘laugh’ cixkek ‘giggle’ 
c. kiven ‘tune, direct’ kivnen ‘fine-tune’ 
d. kafac ‘jump’ kifcec ‘jump around’ 
e. kadur ‘ball (n.)’ kidrer  ‘dribble’ 
f. šalat ‘remote-control (n.)’ šiltet ‘change channels repeatedly’ 

g. (faks ‘fax’) (fikses ‘fax’) 
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h. likek ‘lick’ liklek ‘(pluract.)’ 
i. mišes ‘feel (with hands)’ mišmeš ‘(pluract.)’ 
j. pocec ‘blow up’ picpec ‘crush in pieces’ 
k. nofef ‘wave’ nifnef ‘(pluract.)’ 
l. hed ‘echo (n.)’  hidhed ‘to echo’ 
m. daf ‘page’ difdef ‘to turn pages’ 
o. zaping ‘zapping’ zipzep ‘change channels repeatedly’ 
p. -  hivhev ‘to flicker’ 
q. -  (fisfes ‘miss (target, train)’ 

 
As the last example of each set illustrates, these two patterns may host verbs that are not 

pluractional. This is more common in QTLL (7g), because of the tendency to maintain the 

syllabification of the verbalized base (Bat El 1994). 

The data in (7), and especially (7c,h-k), are very important in the description of the 

verbal system in General. I will now explain why. Active verbs (like all the verbs in 7) in 

Israeli Hebrew are classified into one of three groups, based on their prosody and 

vocalization. The groups are QaTaL, QiTeL, or hiQTiL (for instance, respectively xašav 

‘think’ xišev ‘calculate’ hexšiv ‘regard, take into consideration’). What determines what root 

or base will participate in which of these groups is a matter of debate. However, it is a well 

known fact that quadriradical roots and bases with more than three consonants may only be 

mapped to QiTeL, for only this template is fit to accommodate four consonants.9 I will 

therefore mark it as QiT(T)eL in what follows.  

All pluractional verbs appear in this template. But is it because they are pluractional 

and redupliacted, or because this is the only template that allows reduplication? In other 

words, is the reduplication applied prior to the insertion in QiT(T)eL or is it the outcome of 

that insertion? 

Classical autosegmental morpho-phonology clearly opts for the second option: 

reduplication in this framework is a result of template satisfaction (McCarthy 1981). This is 

presented in (8) for both pluractional templates, for the verbs in (7c,h): the empty templatic 

slots are filled by copies of the appropriate radical.  

 
(8) Pluractional reduplication as a result of template satisfaction 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. kivnen (7c)         b. liklek (7h) 
k  v n     l  k     
|  | |    |  |    
C  i C C e C  C  i C C  e C 
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In (8), pluractional verbs are reduplicated because they are mapped into QiT(T)eL, and not 

because they are pluractional.  

However, if reduplication indeed follows from template satisfaction, two predictions 

are made. First, for a given root there must always be one output in a given template. Second, 

biradical roots may be fitted into triradical templates and yield pluractionals, because such 

templates may also allow for their reduplication.   

As (7) shows, both predictions are wrong. kiven and kivnen (7c) both belong to 

QiT(T)eL, but satisfy the template in two different manners. And no pluractional verbs appear 

in QaTaL and hiQTiL. For reasons such as these, Goldenberg (1994) claims that reduplication 

operates at the root level (√lk + redup. => √lklk); the root then appears in QiT(T)eL because it 

is quadriradical. Generalizing from such cases, for Goldenberg templates are different 

arrangement of radicals, rather than skeletal molds into which radicals are fitted. There are 

thus at least three verb types in what we called QiT(T)eL: QT(T)L, QTLL and QTQT (for 

example respectively kiven, kivnen and liklek).10 

While the objections and the conclusions seem largely valid, there is at least one 

important problem with the view of pluractionals in this analysis: QTQT and QTLL are 

represented as two different radical templates, whereas in fact they are two versions of the 

same morphological pluractional construction, conditioned by the number of radicals of the 

base. Moreover, template satisfaction as a process does have its advantages, as evidenced by 

items like fikses (7g). I would now like to propose a compromise between the two approaches, 

which will both express the allomorphy in QTLL~QTQT and incorporate template 

satisfaction. 

First, let us consider how a non-reduplicated QiT(T)eL verb is to be formalized. In (9), 

a fourth, optional C-slot is inserted after the second C-slot of the base. Since this infixed slot 

is optional, reduplication will proceed only in biradical roots (9b). 

 
(9) Regular QiT(T)eL by infixation of an optional C-slot: no reduplication  
 

a. kiven (7c)         b. likek (7h) 
k  v   n  l  k     
|  |   |  |  |    
C   C (C)  C  C   C (C)   C 
             

Another option of the biradical roots in the scenario in (9) is QoTeT (e.g 7j,k above). Since 

these are sometimes interchangeable (pocec~picec ‘blow up’), I assume that this is a lexical 

choice.11  
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Crucially, the verbs in (9) are not pluractional. The pluractional morpheme, 

conversely, is realized as the suffixation of a C-slot. In this case, four slots must be filled in 

both cases. As in the adjectival and nominal cases, if the base is triradical, only the last radical 

is reduplicated (9a); if it is biradical, both must be filled.  

 
(10) Pluractionality realized as a suffixed C-slot: reduplication is template-satisfaction 
 

a. kivnen (7c)         b. liklek (7h) 
k  v n     l  k     
|  | |    |  |    
C   C C  + C pluract.  C   C C   +Cpluract. 

 
As in Goldenberg’s view, the difference in derivation is occulted by the fact that all four verbs 

in (9) and (10) appear with the same vocalization. However, that is a consequence of their 

newly acquired quadriradical nature, and not some arbitrary property. 

This proposal has the advantage of unifying both pluractional templates and 

distinguishing between these templates on the one hand and the QiT(T)eL template on the 

other. This is achieved in a manner that expresses both Goldenberg’s insight on the relation 

between radical number and vocalization and the notion of template satisfaction, so central in 

the framework of Prosodic Morphology.     

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this short survey, I presented the evaluative morphonology of Israeli Hebrew, which is at 

once templatic and linear. It seems that a clear preference for linearity exists outside the 

verbal system. As I hope to have shown, several questions are raised by both strategies, just as 

both have implications for the entire system.  
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Notes 
 
1 This fact can be taken to indicate that that second vowel is in fact /a/ as suggested by Falk (1996) and Faust 
(2011, to appear). Another alternative is to designate the plural stem (for example gvarim ‘men’) of these nouns 
as the base (see Bat El, to appear). 
2 Phonological and representational remarks: in the native vocabulary, [xC] clusters are disallowed and separated 
by an epenthetic [a]. [b]~[v] are morpho-phonologically conditioned allophones. Final stress is not represented 
in the examples.   
3 Bolozky (1994) is a thorough description of the distribution of -on, most of which is unsurprising. Bat El 
(1997) discusses the intriguing fact that the plurals of feminine diminutives sound odd (??sir-on-ot ‘boats (dim.)’, 
cf.   sir-a, sir-ot ‘boat(s)’). According to Bat El, this is due to a conflict between the gender of -on and the 
requirement of -ot.   
4 See Bat El (1993) and Melčuk & Podolsky (1996) for some insights on how this may be implemented. 
5 See De Belder et al. (to appear) for the theoretical consequences of this and related facts. 
6 Although a “crazier” view may suggest that the second [a] corresponds to the first one of the base adjectives 
which is a prerequisite for the input to reduplication. 
 7 There is one exception to this generalization: xalašluš < xaluš ‘feeble’  
8 See Greenberg (2010) for a thorough examination of the semantics of the QTQT pattern. 
9 This might be regarded as a structural property of QiTeL or simply as the result of it having two vowels 
throughout its inflection. Also, notice that a few quadripartite verbs exist in hiQTiL, probably because of the 
form of the base: špric ‘spritz’, hišpritz ‘to spritz’. 
10 Goldenberg would add at least two other radical templates: simple quadriradicals (pi(ʕ)aneaħ ‘decipher’) and 
augmented quadriradicals (šidreg ‘rank upwards’, related to direg ‘rank’). It is also important to add that 
Goldenberg denies the synchronic status of biradical roots such as √lk. 
11 Izre’el (2009) suggests that this may be a case of root allomorphy conditioned by the verbal type: √pc(c) 
becomes √poc(c) in QiT(T)eL. 


